Here is a tutorial for requesting Cub tables in 25Live:

https://events.gettysburg.edu/25live
BEST option for CUB Tables! As allows you to skip weekends and other dates.
Click on space name to move to right hand side as desired space.

If fundraiser - make sure to select this option so that triggers additional form.

If CUB Lobby appears unavailable - leave space blank, but write in CUB Lobby in notes to scheduler so we know what you were hoping to secure.
This completes the request.
You will see next screen:

Your REQUEST has been submitted. NO space is held, it is only a preference. A Scheduler is assigned to your request based on location preference. Once that Scheduler has reviewed your request, they will be in contact with you. Until then, this is ONLY a request.

Here's Some Information About Your Event

You know request went through.
Scheduler will be working with you on request.